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� Visited GP. Visited GP. Visited GP. Visited GP. ---- XXXX----rays, rays, rays, rays, 

� Referral:Referral:Referral:Referral:

� MRI MRI MRI MRI –––– scan , scan , scan , scan , 

Arthroscopy Arthroscopy Arthroscopy Arthroscopy � Arthroscopy Arthroscopy Arthroscopy Arthroscopy 

� December knee injected with December knee injected with December knee injected with December knee injected with 

� January  January  January  January  ---- visit the consultant visit the consultant visit the consultant visit the consultant 

� January January January January –––– April referrals to consultants April referrals to consultants April referrals to consultants April referrals to consultants 



� April April April April ----Review Review Review Review –––– beginning of life on beginning of life on beginning of life on beginning of life on 

crutchescrutchescrutchescrutches

� 12 weeks to surgery 12 weeks to surgery 12 weeks to surgery 12 weeks to surgery –––– screw and screw and screw and screw and 

repair of ligament repair of ligament repair of ligament repair of ligament 





� July  July  July  July  ---- Physiotherapy commencedPhysiotherapy commencedPhysiotherapy commencedPhysiotherapy commenced

� Nearly two year having not bend my Nearly two year having not bend my Nearly two year having not bend my Nearly two year having not bend my 

knee!knee!knee!knee!knee!knee!knee!knee!

� Not allowed to walk 100 yardsNot allowed to walk 100 yardsNot allowed to walk 100 yardsNot allowed to walk 100 yards

� October October October October –––– Screw too short Screw too short Screw too short Screw too short 

� December December December December –––– New screwNew screwNew screwNew screw



� Day 3 Registrar said screw was possibly too long and in Day 3 Registrar said screw was possibly too long and in Day 3 Registrar said screw was possibly too long and in Day 3 Registrar said screw was possibly too long and in 
the joint. Is that which is causing the the joint. Is that which is causing the the joint. Is that which is causing the the joint. Is that which is causing the painpainpainpain?  Ice packs ?  Ice packs ?  Ice packs ?  Ice packs 
most nights.most nights.most nights.most nights.

� Day 4 Consultant said it could be reDay 4 Consultant said it could be reDay 4 Consultant said it could be reDay 4 Consultant said it could be re----done if too long ,done if too long ,done if too long ,done if too long ,
� pain due to the possible nerve damage . pain due to the possible nerve damage . pain due to the possible nerve damage . pain due to the possible nerve damage . 

� The Registrar saw me on Friday evening (day 4) . I knew The Registrar saw me on Friday evening (day 4) . I knew The Registrar saw me on Friday evening (day 4) . I knew The Registrar saw me on Friday evening (day 4) . I knew 
he was dead against any operation, so I explained what he was dead against any operation, so I explained what he was dead against any operation, so I explained what he was dead against any operation, so I explained what 
had  been said, that was the first time I felt uneasyhad  been said, that was the first time I felt uneasyhad  been said, that was the first time I felt uneasyhad  been said, that was the first time I felt uneasy

� Day 6.  So staying was tempered by expectation it Day 6.  So staying was tempered by expectation it Day 6.  So staying was tempered by expectation it Day 6.  So staying was tempered by expectation it 
would soon be over. Monday the Consultant  went over would soon be over. Monday the Consultant  went over would soon be over. Monday the Consultant  went over would soon be over. Monday the Consultant  went over 
what he had previously said I felt reassured.what he had previously said I felt reassured.what he had previously said I felt reassured.what he had previously said I felt reassured.



� The Consultant sent up the SHO, I was devastated The Consultant sent up the SHO, I was devastated The Consultant sent up the SHO, I was devastated The Consultant sent up the SHO, I was devastated 
when he said yes too long but it would not be when he said yes too long but it would not be when he said yes too long but it would not be when he said yes too long but it would not be 
changed.changed.changed.changed.

� Yes, I understood all he said and he was totally Yes, I understood all he said and he was totally Yes, I understood all he said and he was totally Yes, I understood all he said and he was totally 
bewildered why I was upset, and did his best to bewildered why I was upset, and did his best to bewildered why I was upset, and did his best to bewildered why I was upset, and did his best to 
comfort me that all would be well in the end,  but comfort me that all would be well in the end,  but comfort me that all would be well in the end,  but comfort me that all would be well in the end,  but comfort me that all would be well in the end,  but comfort me that all would be well in the end,  but comfort me that all would be well in the end,  but comfort me that all would be well in the end,  but 
when would the end be? when would the end be? when would the end be? when would the end be? 

� Then messed that up by saying he was not sure how I Then messed that up by saying he was not sure how I Then messed that up by saying he was not sure how I Then messed that up by saying he was not sure how I 
would control the pain it may bring. would control the pain it may bring. would control the pain it may bring. would control the pain it may bring. 

� The staff were wonderful, but I could not be consoled The staff were wonderful, but I could not be consoled The staff were wonderful, but I could not be consoled The staff were wonderful, but I could not be consoled 
I had not got the closure I expected. I had not got the closure I expected. I had not got the closure I expected. I had not got the closure I expected. 



� The medical staff saw my knee from the surgical The medical staff saw my knee from the surgical The medical staff saw my knee from the surgical The medical staff saw my knee from the surgical 
perspective but they failed total to understand perspective but they failed total to understand perspective but they failed total to understand perspective but they failed total to understand 
how the news impacted on me.how the news impacted on me.how the news impacted on me.how the news impacted on me.

� To recognise the pain , all they said was it would To recognise the pain , all they said was it would To recognise the pain , all they said was it would To recognise the pain , all they said was it would 
get better in 6 weeks.get better in 6 weeks.get better in 6 weeks.get better in 6 weeks.get better in 6 weeks.get better in 6 weeks.get better in 6 weeks.get better in 6 weeks.

� So splint very uncomfortable rubs on the stitches So splint very uncomfortable rubs on the stitches So splint very uncomfortable rubs on the stitches So splint very uncomfortable rubs on the stitches 
and nerves and nerves and nerves and nerves –––– their answer was you need it.their answer was you need it.their answer was you need it.their answer was you need it.

� Nursing staff understood but were more Nursing staff understood but were more Nursing staff understood but were more Nursing staff understood but were more 
concerned about the bed! They had a person concerned about the bed! They had a person concerned about the bed! They had a person concerned about the bed! They had a person 
waiting for my bed.waiting for my bed.waiting for my bed.waiting for my bed.



� Back in 1991Donley said:Back in 1991Donley said:Back in 1991Donley said:Back in 1991Donley said:

� It takes a whole doctor to treat a whole patient,It takes a whole doctor to treat a whole patient,It takes a whole doctor to treat a whole patient,It takes a whole doctor to treat a whole patient,
or so the saying goesor so the saying goesor so the saying goesor so the saying goes.

In the case of a narrativeIn the case of a narrativeIn the case of a narrativeIn the case of a narrative----based practice of based practice of based practice of based practice of � In the case of a narrativeIn the case of a narrativeIn the case of a narrativeIn the case of a narrative----based practice of based practice of based practice of based practice of 
empathetic witnessing, it also takes a whole empathetic witnessing, it also takes a whole empathetic witnessing, it also takes a whole empathetic witnessing, it also takes a whole 
(embodied) doctor to (embodied) doctor to (embodied) doctor to (embodied) doctor to hearhearhearhear a whole patient.a whole patient.a whole patient.a whole patient.

� They say they practice holistic care but no it They say they practice holistic care but no it They say they practice holistic care but no it They say they practice holistic care but no it 
would take too much time and be an emotional would take too much time and be an emotional would take too much time and be an emotional would take too much time and be an emotional 
drain.drain.drain.drain.



� Doctors are trained to use a lexicon of medDoctors are trained to use a lexicon of medDoctors are trained to use a lexicon of medDoctors are trained to use a lexicon of med----speak that baffles speak that baffles speak that baffles speak that baffles 
us patients.us patients.us patients.us patients.

� General medical terms are used by all doctors or many General medical terms are used by all doctors or many General medical terms are used by all doctors or many General medical terms are used by all doctors or many 
specialties. specialties. specialties. specialties. 

Other words and concepts are specific to body systems, Other words and concepts are specific to body systems, Other words and concepts are specific to body systems, Other words and concepts are specific to body systems, � Other words and concepts are specific to body systems, Other words and concepts are specific to body systems, Other words and concepts are specific to body systems, Other words and concepts are specific to body systems, 
conditions, diseases or treatments. conditions, diseases or treatments. conditions, diseases or treatments. conditions, diseases or treatments. 

� In all cases, you'll walk away much more satisfied from your In all cases, you'll walk away much more satisfied from your In all cases, you'll walk away much more satisfied from your In all cases, you'll walk away much more satisfied from your 
visit, having learned what you need to know, if you stop your visit, having learned what you need to know, if you stop your visit, having learned what you need to know, if you stop your visit, having learned what you need to know, if you stop your 
doctor and ask for a definition or description when he uses a doctor and ask for a definition or description when he uses a doctor and ask for a definition or description when he uses a doctor and ask for a definition or description when he uses a 
concept or term you don't understand. concept or term you don't understand. concept or term you don't understand. concept or term you don't understand. 





� I cannot sort myself out, yes I should consider in I cannot sort myself out, yes I should consider in I cannot sort myself out, yes I should consider in I cannot sort myself out, yes I should consider in 
six weeks the splint should come off but what six weeks the splint should come off but what six weeks the splint should come off but what six weeks the splint should come off but what 
then. then. then. then. 

� Look to the prospect of the screw being Look to the prospect of the screw being Look to the prospect of the screw being Look to the prospect of the screw being 
removed, the nerve sorting itself out or not, then removed, the nerve sorting itself out or not, then removed, the nerve sorting itself out or not, then removed, the nerve sorting itself out or not, then 
what will go wrong. what will go wrong. what will go wrong. what will go wrong. 
removed, the nerve sorting itself out or not, then removed, the nerve sorting itself out or not, then removed, the nerve sorting itself out or not, then removed, the nerve sorting itself out or not, then 
what will go wrong. what will go wrong. what will go wrong. what will go wrong. 

� I seem to have lurched from one problem to the I seem to have lurched from one problem to the I seem to have lurched from one problem to the I seem to have lurched from one problem to the 
next will it never end. next will it never end. next will it never end. next will it never end. 

� The brace rubs against the possible nerve The brace rubs against the possible nerve The brace rubs against the possible nerve The brace rubs against the possible nerve 
damage and the Physiotherapist said there was damage and the Physiotherapist said there was damage and the Physiotherapist said there was damage and the Physiotherapist said there was 
no way of modifying this pressure.  no way of modifying this pressure.  no way of modifying this pressure.  no way of modifying this pressure.  PAIN PAINPAIN PAINPAIN PAINPAIN PAIN



Reflection provides the opportunity to make Reflection provides the opportunity to make Reflection provides the opportunity to make Reflection provides the opportunity to make 
sense of and learn from any experience and sense of and learn from any experience and sense of and learn from any experience and sense of and learn from any experience and 
handle similar situations appropriately handle similar situations appropriately handle similar situations appropriately handle similar situations appropriately 
another time. another time. another time. another time. 

It gives you the chance to explore thoughts It gives you the chance to explore thoughts It gives you the chance to explore thoughts It gives you the chance to explore thoughts 
and feelings, work through difficult or painful and feelings, work through difficult or painful and feelings, work through difficult or painful and feelings, work through difficult or painful 
experiences, develop self awareness and fresh experiences, develop self awareness and fresh experiences, develop self awareness and fresh experiences, develop self awareness and fresh 
insightsinsightsinsightsinsights



� Learning theory (Kolb) tells us that in our Learning theory (Kolb) tells us that in our Learning theory (Kolb) tells us that in our Learning theory (Kolb) tells us that in our 
lives we continually traversing the circle of lives we continually traversing the circle of lives we continually traversing the circle of lives we continually traversing the circle of 
Experience, Reflecting and Learning.Experience, Reflecting and Learning.Experience, Reflecting and Learning.Experience, Reflecting and Learning.

� Scientific research tells us that if you feel Scientific research tells us that if you feel Scientific research tells us that if you feel Scientific research tells us that if you feel � Scientific research tells us that if you feel Scientific research tells us that if you feel Scientific research tells us that if you feel Scientific research tells us that if you feel 
better you heal better. better you heal better. better you heal better. better you heal better. 

� But I did not feel better!!But I did not feel better!!But I did not feel better!!But I did not feel better!!



� Reflection on service offers a way to engage the Reflection on service offers a way to engage the Reflection on service offers a way to engage the Reflection on service offers a way to engage the 
intersection between our interior lives, desires, intersection between our interior lives, desires, intersection between our interior lives, desires, intersection between our interior lives, desires, 
interests, concerns, and our outside world. interests, concerns, and our outside world. interests, concerns, and our outside world. interests, concerns, and our outside world. 

� There is a There is a There is a There is a dialecticdialecticdialecticdialectic (a dynamic, mutually(a dynamic, mutually(a dynamic, mutually(a dynamic, mutually----influencing influencing influencing influencing 
interaction) between self and world.interaction) between self and world.interaction) between self and world.interaction) between self and world.

� The reflective process seeks to pay attention to that The reflective process seeks to pay attention to that The reflective process seeks to pay attention to that The reflective process seeks to pay attention to that 
middle ground, to see how the self is affected and middle ground, to see how the self is affected and middle ground, to see how the self is affected and middle ground, to see how the self is affected and 
effected by the world, and how the world is, or can effected by the world, and how the world is, or can effected by the world, and how the world is, or can effected by the world, and how the world is, or can 
be, affected and effected by oneself through service.be, affected and effected by oneself through service.be, affected and effected by oneself through service.be, affected and effected by oneself through service.

� In this sense, reflection intends to look upon our In this sense, reflection intends to look upon our In this sense, reflection intends to look upon our In this sense, reflection intends to look upon our 
varied experience as an experience cycle varied experience as an experience cycle varied experience as an experience cycle varied experience as an experience cycle 



� Explored the an awareness of the vulnerability of Explored the an awareness of the vulnerability of Explored the an awareness of the vulnerability of Explored the an awareness of the vulnerability of 
others. others. others. others. 

� So here was my starting point, which became my So here was my starting point, which became my So here was my starting point, which became my So here was my starting point, which became my 
moving forward. moving forward. moving forward. moving forward. moving forward. moving forward. moving forward. moving forward. 

� My reflection is not theoretical but an My reflection is not theoretical but an My reflection is not theoretical but an My reflection is not theoretical but an 
understanding of my lived experience as a understanding of my lived experience as a understanding of my lived experience as a understanding of my lived experience as a 
narrative reflection now I realise what I feel is narrative reflection now I realise what I feel is narrative reflection now I realise what I feel is narrative reflection now I realise what I feel is 
similar to bereavement so my journey will take similar to bereavement so my journey will take similar to bereavement so my journey will take similar to bereavement so my journey will take 
time, this knowledge is somewhat reassuring,time, this knowledge is somewhat reassuring,time, this knowledge is somewhat reassuring,time, this knowledge is somewhat reassuring,



� Narrative reflection draws on the basic human Narrative reflection draws on the basic human Narrative reflection draws on the basic human Narrative reflection draws on the basic human 
experience of storyexperience of storyexperience of storyexperience of story----telling. telling. telling. telling. 

� Or think of how people tend to tell stories Or think of how people tend to tell stories Or think of how people tend to tell stories Or think of how people tend to tell stories 
after visiting friends, going on a trip, or after visiting friends, going on a trip, or after visiting friends, going on a trip, or after visiting friends, going on a trip, or 
encountering a new kind of experience. encountering a new kind of experience. encountering a new kind of experience. encountering a new kind of experience. 

� So a period of transformation.So a period of transformation.So a period of transformation.So a period of transformation.



Beginning Middle End

Trans-formation is the process that transforms us from the 
suffering victim of loss to the more complete person we can 
eventually become.



Beginning Middle End



� It is intended to stimulate the cognitive and It is intended to stimulate the cognitive and It is intended to stimulate the cognitive and It is intended to stimulate the cognitive and 
affective processes necessary for conversionaffective processes necessary for conversionaffective processes necessary for conversionaffective processes necessary for conversion

� Drawing on the research methodology of Drawing on the research methodology of Drawing on the research methodology of Drawing on the research methodology of 
Narrative Inquiry, Clandinin has developed a Narrative Inquiry, Clandinin has developed a Narrative Inquiry, Clandinin has developed a Narrative Inquiry, Clandinin has developed a 
concept of “Narrative Reflective Practice” concept of “Narrative Reflective Practice” concept of “Narrative Reflective Practice” concept of “Narrative Reflective Practice” 



Grief - Anger, 

Denial, 

Sadness, 

despair

Order and 

Action

Letting go

Breaking 

Through

Empowerment



BoudBoudBoudBoud et al 1985:et al 1985:et al 1985:et al 1985:

3 Key stages:3 Key stages:3 Key stages:3 Key stages:

� Returning to the experienceReturning to the experienceReturning to the experienceReturning to the experience

� Attending to ones feeling Attending to ones feeling Attending to ones feeling Attending to ones feeling ––––
Positive and obstructivePositive and obstructivePositive and obstructivePositive and obstructive

� ReReReRe---- evaluating  experiencesevaluating  experiencesevaluating  experiencesevaluating  experiences
Association, integration and appropriationAssociation, integration and appropriationAssociation, integration and appropriationAssociation, integration and appropriation



� After 6 bad weeks I was back the registrar After 6 bad weeks I was back the registrar After 6 bad weeks I was back the registrar After 6 bad weeks I was back the registrar 
had no insight and was about to say I was had no insight and was about to say I was had no insight and was about to say I was had no insight and was about to say I was 
making a fuss when in walked the Consultant making a fuss when in walked the Consultant making a fuss when in walked the Consultant making a fuss when in walked the Consultant 
who immediately recognised I was really in who immediately recognised I was really in who immediately recognised I was really in who immediately recognised I was really in 
pain it was not just post op.  It was nerve pain it was not just post op.  It was nerve pain it was not just post op.  It was nerve pain it was not just post op.  It was nerve 
damage.damage.damage.damage.damage.damage.damage.damage.

� Analgesia for nerve damage Analgesia for nerve damage Analgesia for nerve damage Analgesia for nerve damage –––– wonderfulwonderfulwonderfulwonderful

� Downside splint to stay and crutches to Downside splint to stay and crutches to Downside splint to stay and crutches to Downside splint to stay and crutches to 
continue.continue.continue.continue.



� March March March March –––– April Acupuncture to reduce the pain April Acupuncture to reduce the pain April Acupuncture to reduce the pain April Acupuncture to reduce the pain 
on the wound site on the wound site on the wound site on the wound site –––– very successful.very successful.very successful.very successful.

� My return in April was interesting My return in April was interesting My return in April was interesting My return in April was interesting ––––the clinic the clinic the clinic the clinic 
was over 2 hours late it was a non event.was over 2 hours late it was a non event.was over 2 hours late it was a non event.was over 2 hours late it was a non event.was over 2 hours late it was a non event.was over 2 hours late it was a non event.was over 2 hours late it was a non event.was over 2 hours late it was a non event.

� So no xSo no xSo no xSo no x----ray and a Consultant told me I was ray and a Consultant told me I was ray and a Consultant told me I was ray and a Consultant told me I was 
not assertive enough as I knew I need an x not assertive enough as I knew I need an x not assertive enough as I knew I need an x not assertive enough as I knew I need an x 
rayrayrayray–––– no change so continue with the crutches.no change so continue with the crutches.no change so continue with the crutches.no change so continue with the crutches.



Good Friday 
Fortitude



� Mid April Assessment at the Pain clinic Mid April Assessment at the Pain clinic Mid April Assessment at the Pain clinic Mid April Assessment at the Pain clinic ––––
change analgesia because of side effects.change analgesia because of side effects.change analgesia because of side effects.change analgesia because of side effects.

� 3 days later violent reaction to new drug and 3 days later violent reaction to new drug and 3 days later violent reaction to new drug and 3 days later violent reaction to new drug and 
withdrawal effects from old drugs withdrawal effects from old drugs withdrawal effects from old drugs withdrawal effects from old drugs –––– would would would would withdrawal effects from old drugs withdrawal effects from old drugs withdrawal effects from old drugs withdrawal effects from old drugs –––– would would would would 
have been happy to die!have been happy to die!have been happy to die!have been happy to die!

� Learnt could not be a drug addicit.Learnt could not be a drug addicit.Learnt could not be a drug addicit.Learnt could not be a drug addicit.



Budapest

End of Term



� At last at the May appointment it was agreed I At last at the May appointment it was agreed I At last at the May appointment it was agreed I At last at the May appointment it was agreed I 
could have my screw removed as it has slipped could have my screw removed as it has slipped could have my screw removed as it has slipped could have my screw removed as it has slipped 
so far away form the original insertion. so far away form the original insertion. so far away form the original insertion. so far away form the original insertion. 

� No release totally form my crutches.No release totally form my crutches.No release totally form my crutches.No release totally form my crutches.� No release totally form my crutches.No release totally form my crutches.No release totally form my crutches.No release totally form my crutches.

� Date given, per assessment completed.Date given, per assessment completed.Date given, per assessment completed.Date given, per assessment completed.

� Screw removed on 29Screw removed on 29Screw removed on 29Screw removed on 29thththth June. No crutches.June. No crutches.June. No crutches.June. No crutches.



� October told the fracture not healed.October told the fracture not healed.October told the fracture not healed.October told the fracture not healed.

� Referred to another Consultant.Referred to another Consultant.Referred to another Consultant.Referred to another Consultant.

July new screw with a bone graft.July new screw with a bone graft.July new screw with a bone graft.July new screw with a bone graft.� July new screw with a bone graft.July new screw with a bone graft.July new screw with a bone graft.July new screw with a bone graft.

� Back on crutches with leg splinted for the Back on crutches with leg splinted for the Back on crutches with leg splinted for the Back on crutches with leg splinted for the 
6/526/526/526/52

� December bone graft failed. Still on crutches!December bone graft failed. Still on crutches!December bone graft failed. Still on crutches!December bone graft failed. Still on crutches!



� Am I empowered?Am I empowered?Am I empowered?Am I empowered?

� Have I come through?Have I come through?Have I come through?Have I come through?

� Will September bring me closure I Will September bring me closure I Will September bring me closure I Will September bring me closure I 

desperately need?desperately need?desperately need?desperately need?

� I need to be off my crutches!!I need to be off my crutches!!I need to be off my crutches!!I need to be off my crutches!!



� How do I manage my constant pain?How do I manage my constant pain?How do I manage my constant pain?How do I manage my constant pain?
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